Birds exhibit two types of sleep that are in many respects similar to mammalian rapid eye movement (REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep. As in mammals, several aspects of avian sleep can occur in a local manner within the brain. Electrophysiological evidence of NREM sleep occurring more deeply in one hemisphere, or only in one hemispherethe latter being a phenomenon most pronounced in dolphins -was actually first described in birds. Such asymmetric or unihemispheric NREM sleep occurs with one eye open, enabling birds to visually monitor their environment for predators. Frigatebirds primarily engage in this form of sleep in flight, perhaps to avoid collisions with other birds. In addition to interhemispheric differences in NREM sleep intensity, the intensity of NREM sleep is homeostatically regulated in a local, use-depended manner within each hemisphere. Furthermore, the intensity and temporo-spatial distribution of NREM sleep-related slow waves varies across layers of the avian hyperpallium -a primary visual area -with the slow waves occurring first in, and propagating through and outward from, thalamic input layers. Slow waves also have the greatest amplitude in these layers. Although most research has focused on NREM sleep, there are also local aspects to avian REM sleep. REM sleep-related reductions in skeletal muscle tone appear largely restricted to muscles involved in maintaining head posture. Other local aspects of sleep manifest as a mixture of features of NREM and REM sleep occurring simultaneously in different parts of the neuroaxis. Like monotreme mammals, ostriches often exhibit brainstem-mediated features of REM sleep (muscle atonia and REMs) while the hyperpallium shows EEG slow waves typical of NREM sleep. Finally, although mice show slow waves in thalamic input layers of primary sensory cortices during REM sleep, this is not the case in the hyperpallium of pigeons, suggesting that this phenomenon is not a universal feature of REM sleep. Collectively, the local aspects of sleep described in birds and mammals reveal that wakefulness, NREM sleep, and REM sleep are not always discrete states.
INTRODUCTION
Wakefulness and sleep, as well as the two types of sleep found in mammals and birds -rapid eye movement (REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep -are often treated as mutually exclusive states distinguished by a suite of behavioral, electroencephalographic, and electromyographic traits. In mammals and birds, NREM sleep is distinguished from wakefulness by the presence of high-amplitude slow waves in electroencephalogram (EEG) or local field potential (LFP) recordings. These slow waves result from the slow oscillation, or alternation, of neuronal membrane potentials between a hyperpolarized state with neuronal quiescence and a depolarized state with action potentials (Steriade et al., 1993; Reiner et al., 2001; Steriade, 2006) . Slow waves -typically quantified as slow wave activity (SWA) (approximately 0.5-4.5 Hz power density) -increase and decrease as a function of time spent awake and asleep, respectively, in both mammals and birds, suggesting that they reflect homeostatically regulated processes (Jones et al., 2008; Martinez-Gonzalez et al., 2008; Rattenborg et al., 2009; Lesku et al., 2011b) . However, although thalamocortical spindles are present during NREM sleep in mammals (Astori et al., 2013) , they are apparently absent in birds (van der Meij et al., 2019a) . EEG activity during wakefulness and REM sleep are similar in both mammals and birds; although the hippocampal theta rhythm present in mammals has not been detected in birds (Rattenborg et al., 2011) . REM sleep is distinguished from wakefulness by increased arousal thresholds and reduced muscle tone (only partial in birds; Dewasmes et al., 1985) , intermittently interrupted by twitching of skeletal muscle groups, including those controlling eye movements. As in mammals, thermoregulatory responses are suppressed during avian REM sleep (Heller et al., 1983; Graf et al., 1987; Scriba et al., 2013) , and in both altricial mammals and birds, the amount of REM sleep is highest in young, decreasing across early ontogeny (Roffwarg et al., 1966; Jouvet-Mounier et al., 1970; Scriba et al., 2013) . Finally, REM sleep is homeostatically regulated in both groups (Tobler and Borbély, 1988; Martinez-Gonzalez et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2008; Lesku et al., 2011b) .
To explore the mechanisms and functions of NREM and REM sleep, researchers examine changes in the time spent in each state following experimental manipulations. Interspecific differences in the time spent in these states is also used to identify biological or ecological traits that predict their variation, and thereby, possibly, the functions of each state . Quantifying the time spent in each state necessarily requires treating wakefulness, NREM sleep, and REM sleep as mutually exclusive states. However, in practice, the transitions from one state to another can be gradual (e.g., wakefulness to NREM sleep), rendering the boundary between states arbitrary. In some species, sleep and wakefulness can also occur unihemispherically, a specialized adaptation that enables animals to partially sleep under ecological circumstances when being fully asleep would be disadvantageous (Rattenborg et al., 2000 (Rattenborg et al., , 2016 Lyamin et al., 2008b Lyamin et al., , 2018 . However, such local sleep is not restricted to these animals. As new technology allows more brain regions to be examined simultaneously, it is becoming evident that even in conventional mammalian models for studying sleep, such as rodents and humans, traits used to define different states can occur at the same time in different brain regions (Nir et al., 2011 (Nir et al., , 2017 Vyazovskiy et al., 2011b; Emrick et al., 2016; Funk et al., 2016; Tamaki et al., 2016; Durán et al., 2018) . Herein, we review the various types of local sleep found in birds, including those not known to occur in mammals.
LOCAL ASPECTS OF NREM SLEEP Asymmetric and Unihemispheric Sleep
The discovery that some animals can engage in NREM sleep with one cerebral hemisphere at a time (unihemispheric sleep), or more deeply with one hemisphere than the other (asymmetric sleep) undoubtedly contributed to current views regarding the local nature of NREM sleep (Krueger and Obál, 1993; Lima and Rattenborg, 2007; Rattenborg et al., 2012; Siclari and Tononi, 2017; Castelnovo et al., 2018; Krueger et al., 2019) . These asymmetric forms of NREM sleep (also known as unihemispheric or asymmetric slow wave sleep) have been described in Odontocete cetaceans (e.g., dolphins, porpoises, and the beluga whale) (Mukhametov et al., 1977; Lyamin et al., 2008b) , pinnipeds in the superfamily Otarioidea (fur seals, sea lions, and walruses) (Lyamin et al., 2012 (Lyamin et al., , 2018 , one manatee (order Sirenia) , and several species of birds (Spooner, 1964; Peters et al., 1965; Ookawa and Takagi, 1968; Ball et al., 1988; Szymczak et al., 1996; Rattenborg et al., 1999a Rattenborg et al., ,b, 2000 Rattenborg et al., , 2001 Rattenborg et al., , 2016 Ayala-Guerrero et al., 2003; Ookawa, 2004; Low et al., 2008; Fuchs et al., 2009 ). In the mammalian and avian species in which eye state was examined in conjunction with EEG recordings, usually the eye contralateral to the sleeping (or more deeply sleeping) hemisphere is closed while the eye contralateral to the awake (or more lightly sleeping) hemisphere is open (Peters et al., 1965; Ookawa and Takagi, 1968; Ball et al., 1988; Rattenborg et al., 1999a Rattenborg et al., ,b, 2001 Lyamin et al., 2002 Lyamin et al., , 2004 Low et al., 2008; Fuchs et al., 2009) .
A Note on Nomenclature
Although asymmetric forms of NREM sleep occur in marine mammals and birds, comparing the extent of this phenomenon across taxonomic groups has been hindered by the use of different approaches to characterize these forms of sleep. The criteria for classifying NREM sleep as unihemispheric, asymmetric, or symmetric (bihemispheric) varies across studies depending, in part, on the relative emphasis given to EEG or behavioral indicators of sleep. In studies that emphasize EEG activity, the boundaries between these states are defined by the degree of interhemispheric asymmetry in NREM sleeprelated EEG SWA. In marine mammals, an asymmetry index (AI) in the level of SWA has been calculated as: AI = (left hemisphere SWA -right SWA)/(left SWA + right SWA) (Lyamin et al., 2008a,b) . The commonly used thresholds, AI ≤−0.3 or ≥0.3 and ≤−0.6 or ≥0.6, reflect increasing degrees of interhemispheric asymmetry, with the former usually considered asymmetric and the later unihemispheric; however, the exact term (i.e., asymmetric or unihemispheric) ascribed to episodes of mammalian NREM sleep exceeding these thresholds varies across studies (Lyamin et al., 2008a (Lyamin et al., ,b, 2016 (Lyamin et al., , 2018 . Historically, in birds, the relationship between unilateral eye closure and interhemispheric asymmetries in EEG slow waves was simply mentioned anecdotally (Spooner, 1964; Peters et al., 1965; Ookawa and Takagi, 1968) . Later, Ball et al. (1988) showed that visually identified periods of pronounced interhemispheric asymmetry in EEG slow waves were usually associated with unilateral eye closure in glaucous-winged gulls (Larus glaucescens). Later, Rattenborg et al. (1999a,b) showed that unilateral eye closure was associated with a statistically significant average interhemispheric asymmetry in SWA in mallard ducks (Anas platyrhynchos), with SWA levels in the hemisphere contralateral to the open eye higher than (bihemispheric) wakefulness, but lower than that occurring during bihemispheric NREM sleep (Rattenborg et al., 1999a,b ; see also Fuchs et al., 2009) . Given that the mallards had one eye open and seemed to use this eye to monitor their environment (see below), such asymmetries were classified as unihemispheric NREM sleep. Based on the relationships between unilateral eye closure and interhemispheric asymmetries in SWA described in EEG studies, eye state alone has been used as an indicator of unihemispheric sleep in several behavioral studies (Ball et al., 1988; Mascetti and Vallortigara, 2001; Boerema et al., 2003; Nelini et al., 2010 Nelini et al., , 2012 Mascetti, 2016) . Finally, the AI thresholds used in dolphins and seals were recently employed to classify NREM sleep as unihemispheric, asymmetric, or symmetric in great frigatebirds (Fregata minor) in the wild where eye state could not be monitored (Rattenborg et al., 2016) .
None of the terms used to describe the asymmetric forms of sleep and wakefulness fully capture all EEG and behavioral aspects of these states. Unihemispheric sleep inherently implies unihemispheric wakefulness. This seemingly makes sense when applied to fur seals, but not dolphins. When sleeping in the water, fur seals float on one side with their nostrils held above the surface to breath. This posture is maintained by unilateral movements of the front flipper in the water which is presumably controlled by the contralateral awake hemisphere. Interestingly, the eye facing down in the water is open while the other is closed (Lyamin et al., 2004) , possibly enabling seals to detect predatory sharks and orcas; this might explain why fur seals in the wild float on their side during the day, when they could visually detect predators, but not at night (Trites et al., 2009 ). Consequently, in fur seals, the EEG asymmetry is clearly associated with a motor asymmetry, as well as an apparent sensory asymmetry associated with having one eye open. Hence, the term unihemispheric sleep (or unihemispheric wakefulness) accurately describes the neurophysiology and the behavior. Dolphins also have one eye open during unihemispheric sleep. However, unlike fur seals, dolphins can swim in a coordinated and directed manner while sleeping unihemispherically, indicating that at least some subcortical motor systems are bilaterally "awake" (Siegel, 2008) . Consequently, the term unihemispheric sleep fails to adequately describe all waking aspects of this state in dolphins. Similarly, the converse, emphasizing the bilateral wake-like behavior and categorizing a dolphin's state as fully awake when they are swimming with one eye closed and exhibiting unilateral cortical slow waves, obviously deemphasizes the behavioral (eye closure) and unilateral EEG signs of sleep (Siegel, 2008) . Overall, given the mosaic of behavioral and EEG signs of wakefulness and sleep occurring in marine mammals and birds, it is perhaps not surprising that researchers have struggled to find simple terms that adequately describe these complex states.
Adaptive Use of the Open Eye
Determining whether sleeping with one eye open serves an adaptive function would likely enhance our understanding of asymmetric/unihemispheric sleep and the relative importance that should be given to eye state. One possibility is that having one eye open is simply a functionless byproduct of having one hemisphere awake (or sleeping less deeply) for some other reason. For example, when sleeping in the water, do fur seals keep one eye open to watch for threats, or is this simply an epiphenomenon of keeping one hemisphere awake to control unilateral flipper movements? Although it is unknown whether the open eye can detect threats in fur seals, research on birds and dolphins provide insight into the answer. Captive ducks sleeping on the ground at the edge of a group spend a greater proportion of NREM sleep with one eye open (rather than both eyes closed) when compared to ducks sleeping flanked on both sides by other ducks (Rattenborg et al., 1999a,b (Goley, 1999) . In addition, during the first few weeks following birth, bottlenose dolphin mothers and their calves keep the eye facing each other open and the other closed when sleeping while continuously swimming (Gnone et al., 2006; Sekiguchi et al., 2006; Lyamin et al., 2007) . Importantly, in both species, the dolphins were swimming side-by-side in a circle around their pool. Consequently, despite exhibiting the same asymmetry in motor activity needed to swim in a given circular direction, the dolphins on the inside and outside of the circle kept a different eye open and different hemisphere awake. Although the responsiveness of the open eye has not been examined, the lack of a relationship with motor activity and the preference for directing the open eye toward conspecifics suggest that maintaining visual awareness is one function of unihemispheric sleep in dolphins. Finally, in addition to maintaining unilateral visual awareness, if the ear connected to the awake hemisphere remains responsive to sounds, unihemispheric sleep may explain how dolphins are able to sustain periods of acoustic responsiveness for several days (Ridgway et al., 2006 (Ridgway et al., , 2009 Branstetter et al., 2012) .
Unihemispheric and Asymmetric Sleep in Flight
The research outlined above suggests that asymmetric forms of sleep instill animals with some of the adaptive benefits of wakefulness. However, research on sleep in flying birds suggests that these partial waking states are insufficient to meet all ecological demands for wakefulness, at least under certain circumstances. Several avian species engage in long, non-stop flights: bar-tailed godwits (Limosa lapponica baueri) fly from Alaska to New Zealand in 8.1 days spanning 11,690 km of sustained flight (Gill et al., 2009) ; great frigatebirds fly around the Indian Ocean for up to 2 months without landing on the water (Weimerskirch et al., 2016) ; and Alpine swifts (Tachymarptis melba) and Common swifts (Apus apus) can fly for 200 and 300 days, respectively (Liechti et al., 2013; Hedenström et al., 2016) . Many other birds also make multiday, non-stop flights (reviewed in Rattenborg, 2017) . The discovery that dolphins can swim in a coordinated manner during unihemispheric sleep and ducks can switch to asymmetric sleep when needed on the ground, led to the assumption that flying birds maintain aerodynamic control and navigation by sleeping with one eye open (Rattenborg, 2017) .
Sleep in flight was recently demonstrated for the first time in great frigatebirds (Rattenborg et al., 2016) . Using a head-mounted EEG and acceleration data logger ( Figure 1A) , Rattenborg et al. (2016) found that sleep mainly occurred at night while the birds were soaring on rising air currents, and never when they flapped their wings. As expected, NREM sleep was more often asymmetric in flight when compared to sleep on land. In flight, nearly half of the asymmetric sleep exceeded the threshold for unihemispheric sleep (i.e., AI ≤−0.6 or ≥0.6), as typically defined in marine mammals. Episodes of asymmetric sleep were usually short, but could last up to several minutes ( Figure 1B) . Unexpectedly, the frigatebirds also engaged in episodes of bihemispheric sleep, which could also last for several minutes. However, this form of sleep did not affect their aerodynamic control of flight, raising the question, why did they usually sacrifice sleep in one hemisphere by primarily sleeping asymmetrically. The accelerometry recordings revealed when the birds were circling to the left or right, and this suggested that they relied on asymmetric sleep to watch where they were going. When circling, the hemisphere opposite to the direction of the turn showed the lowest SWA and the highest gamma (30-80 Hz) activity ( Figure 1C) , suggesting that the eye facing into the turn was open ( Figure 1D ). Given that frigatebirds have no predators when over the ocean, they might sleep this way to avoid headon collisions with other birds circling in the opposite direction in the same air mass.
Nonetheless, other lines of evidence suggest that sleeping asymmetrically is not sufficient to meet all of their demands for wakefulness while on the wing at night. Despite spending most of the nighttime hours soaring, when sleep could occur, the frigatebirds slept <1 h per night. This suggests that even at night while soaring, when frigatebirds are not known to feed, their need for attention usually exceeds that afforded by sleeping with one hemisphere awake. Otherwise, one would have expected them to maximize the time spent sleeping asymmetrically or unihemispherically. Although the exact cognitive challenges that require bihemispheric wakefulness remain unclear, great frigatebirds follow eddies -productive parts of the ocean with increased foraging opportunities -at night, even though they only feed during the day (Tew Kai et al., 2009) . By following eddies, frigatebirds may ensure that they are over a productive area at daybreak. How frigatebirds track eddies at night is unknown (Tew Kai et al., 2009 ), but the unexpectedly low amount of sleep in flight suggests that this and, perhaps, other cognitive demands require attention exceeding that occurring during asymmetric or unihemispheric sleep. Thus, although keeping an eye open may allow ducks, dolphins, fur seals, and, apparently, frigatebirds to visually monitor their environment during asymmetric or unihemispheric sleep, this unilateral awareness is probably not sufficient to meet all demands for wakefulness. Consequently, even in animals capable of asymmetric forms of sleep, the time spent sleeping may be greatly reduced under challenging ecological circumstances (Rattenborg et al., 2004 (Rattenborg et al., , 2016 Lesku et al., 2012) .
Unihemispheric or Asymmetric Sleep in Other Animals?
Collectively, these studies indicate that having one eye open to monitor the environment is an important adaptive component of asymmetric or unihemispheric sleep, even if processing in the contralateral hemisphere is limited. Interestingly, the ability to sleep with one eye open is common among birds (Ball et al., 1988) , and might even predate their evolution (Rattenborg et al., 2000) . Given that birds are reptiles in the taxonomic clade Dinosauria (Brusatte et al., 2015) , non-avian reptiles might be expected to also sleep with one eye open. Indeed, nonavian reptiles, including crocodilians -the closest living relatives to birds -have been observed resting with one eye open (Rattenborg et al., 2000; Mathews et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2015) .
Moreover, similar to ducks sleeping at the edge of a group, Western fence lizards (Sceloporus occidentalis) and juvenile saltwater crocodiles (Crocodylus porosus) direct the open eye toward potential threats (Mathews et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2015) . Despite these behavioral similarities, due to the lack of systematic electrophysiological studies, it is unclear whether closure of one eye is associated with asymmetric or unihemispheric sleep in non-avian reptiles (Rattenborg et al., 2000; Kelly et al., 2015) . The prevalence of sleep with one eye open in birds, and a potentially similar state in reptiles, questions why this type of sleep is not more widespread among mammals. Certainly, there are many terrestrial species that might benefit from being able to sleep asymmetrically or unihemispherically when needed. Interestingly, a recent study suggests that humans might be able to modulate the intensity of sleep unilaterally in response to ecologically relevant challenges (Tamaki et al., 2016) . On the first night spent sleeping in a new (potentially dangerous) environment, people slept less deeply with parts of the left hemisphere (based on EEG SWA), whereas on the second night, both hemispheres slept deeply. Importantly, on the first, but not the second night, people were also more responsive to sounds presented to the right ear than the left, suggesting that the EEG asymmetry enhanced auditory awareness unilaterally. Given that this phenomenon was only recently discovered in humans, the capacity to modulate interhemispheric sleep intensity in response to changing ecological demands may be more widespread among terrestrial mammals than currently recognized. If so, it may have served as a precursor for the evolution of more asymmetric forms of sleep which evolved independently three times when the terrestrial ancestors to dolphins and porpoises, seals in the superfamily Otarioidea, and manatees transitioned to living and sleeping in a marine environment (Rattenborg et al., 2000) .
Local NREM Sleep Homeostasis
The discovery that NREM sleep can occur independently in the two hemispheres of some animals raised the question as to whether NREM sleep is homeostatically regulated independently in each hemisphere. Homeostasis can manifest as an increase in time spent in, or intensity of, NREM sleep, the latter measured as EEG SWA (Tobler, 2011) . Early studies of dolphins did indeed suggest that NREM sleep is regulated intrahemispherically. Following unihemispheric sleep deprivation in dolphins, the hemisphere that had been kept awake usually (seven of nine experiments performed on five dolphins) showed an increase above preceding baseline levels in the time spent in NREM sleep (Oleksenko et al., 1992) . Although the amount of recovery sleep did not correlate with the duration of sleep deprivation (see Lyamin et al., 2008b) , it is possible that some of the recovery manifested as an increase in NREM sleep intensity. Unfortunately, SWA during NREM sleep was not quantified. In fur seals, the amount of bihemispheric NREM sleep on land increased following extended periods in the water, wherein sleep primarily occurred asymmetrically or unihemispherically (Lyamin et al., 2018) . However, it is unclear whether the increase in bihemispheric sleep reflects two independent, intrahemispheric homeostatic responses occurring at the same time, a propensity for NREM sleep to primarily Data are presented as mean ± SE. Colored squares at the bottom of each recovery night plot reflect a significant pairwise comparison between the baseline and recovery night of the stimulated (dark blue) and visually deprived (light blue) hyperpallia; red squares denote a significant asymmetry between the left and right brain region during recovery sleep. Although the experimental treatment induced interhemispheric asymmetries across a wide range of frequencies, slow wave activity (yellow shading) in the hyperpallium showed the largest asymmetry. Insets: frontal view of a transverse section through the cerebrum of a pigeon highlighting the hyperpallium (H) and mesopallium (M). (C) Up slope of NREM sleep slow waves in the hyperpallium and mesopallium contralateral to the stimulated eye (dark blue) and deprived eye (light blue) during the first quarter of the baseline and recovery night. Data are presented as mean ± SE. Significant changes in slope between the baseline and recovery nights are marked with an asterisk (contralateral to the stimulated eye in dark blue; contralateral to the deprived eye, non-significant); significant asymmetries between the left and right hemisphere for a given brain region are denoted by a red asterisk. Note the asymmetry between the stimulated and visually deprived hyperpallia during recovery sleep, with the stimulated hyperpallium showing steeper slopes, and the symmetric mean increase in the mesopallium. Reproduced with permission from Lesku et al. (2011b) .
occur bihemispherically on land (Lyamin et al., 2008c) , or both. As in the dolphin studies, SWA during NREM sleep was not reported. In future studies, it would be interesting to determine whether NREM sleep time or intensity increase unilaterally following sleep deprivation of only one hemisphere while fur seals sleep unihemispherically in the water. Finally, although unihemispheric sleep deprivation has not been performed in birds, several behavioral studies in chicken chicks have shown small, but significant, changes in the time spent with only the left or right eye closed in response to treatments thought to selectively activate one hemisphere or the other (e.g., Mascetti et al., 2007; Nelini et al., 2010 Nelini et al., , 2012 Quercia et al., 2018; reviewed in Mascetti, 2016) , suggesting that sleep may be homeostatically regulated independently in each hemisphere. It will be important for future studies to determine the extent to which these changes in eye state correlate with changes in hemispheric sleep measured electrophysiologically (see Lesku et al., 2011b) .
Even though the hemispheric regulation of NREM sleep needs further study in mammals and birds, several lines of evidence suggest the NREM sleep intensity is homeostatically regulated in a local, use-dependent manner within a hemisphere in both taxonomic groups (reviewed in Rattenborg et al., 2012) . The local, use-dependent homeostatic regulation of NREM sleeprelated SWA in the neocortex was established in a series of studies on humans (Kattler et al., 1994; Huber et al., 2004; Landsness et al., 2009 ) and rats (Vyazovskiy et al., 2000; Yasuda et al., 2005; Vyazovskiy and Tobler, 2008; Hanlon et al., 2009) . In these studies, selectively activating certain cortical regions during wakefulness induced a local increase in EEG SWA in those regions during subsequent NREM sleep. Interestingly, reducing activation of a cortical region during wakefulness later diminished SWA in that region during sleep (Huber et al., 2006) . Collectively, these studies demonstrate that the local level of NREM sleep intensity is determined by the prior local level of brain use, or disuse, during wakefulness in mammals.
One study has provided electrophysiological evidence for local sleep homeostasis in birds (Lesku et al., 2011b) . Lesku et al. (2011b) implanted electrodes over the left and right hyperpallia (a primary visual area) and left and right mesopallia (a nonvisual processing area). The left eye of each bird was capped, while the right eye was directed toward a monitor showing videos of wild birds (Figure 2A) , during which they were prevented from having their normal daytime naps in either hemisphere. In this way, the left hyperpallia, which receives projections primarily from the right eye, was stimulated more than the right hyperpallia, which received reduced visual input, but both hemispheres were kept similarly awake. At the end of the day, the cap was removed and the birds were allowed to sleep undisturbed. During recovery sleep, the left and right mesopallium showed an increase in SWA relative to the baseline night ( Figure 2B) ; the increase was symmetric because the level of SWA was determined only by the amount of wakefulness during the previous day. Conversely, there was an asymmetry in SWA in the hyperpallium with only the stimulated hyperpallium showing an increase. The absence of an increase in SWA in the unstimulated hyperpallium likely reflects the net effect of competing processes that increase (time awake) and decrease (sensory deprivation) (e.g., Huber et al., 2006 ) SWA relative to baseline. The slope of NREM sleep slow waves -a proposed correlate of synaptic potentiation induced during wakefulness (Vyazovskiy et al., 2011a ) -also showed the greatest increase in the stimulated hyperpallium ( Figure 2C) . Thus, the intensity of NREM sleep is shaped locally within a hemisphere as a function of the duration and intensity of prior wakefulness.
Finally, it conceivable that sleep is homeostatically regulated at an even more local level in the avian brain. During sleep deprivation in mammals, localized neocortical sleep-related oscillations can intrude into global wakefulness, resulting in deficits in waking performance (Vyazovskiy et al., 2011b; Nir et al., 2017) . The same phenomenon might occur in the avian hyperpallium, the most dorsal part of the telencephalon from which the EEG is usually recorded. However, the high-density multiunit or cellular recordings of the hyperpallium needed to differentiate between sleep-like potentials resulting from local sleep-related processes and those arising from other sources during active wakefulness (see Boiko and Bureś, 1985; Yang et al., 2008) have not been performed in birds. In addition, birds provide little opportunity to examine the intrusion of sleep-related oscillations into quiet wakefulness, as they usually transition to NREM sleep within seconds of becoming inactive. Nonetheless, if future studies detect localized sleep-related oscillations intruding into wakefulness, it will be interesting to determine whether they adversely impact neurobehavioral performance, as shown in mammals and predicted by modeling (Lima and Rattenborg, 2007) . It will also be important to determine the extent to which such brief, localized sleep can compensate for the loss of global sleep during periods of prolonged wakefulness.
Slow Wave Origin and Propagation
At any point in time during NREM sleep, different parts of the neocortex may be engaged in the hyperpolarized or depolarized phase of the slow oscillation of neuronal membrane potentials. This local aspect of slow oscillations, and resulting EEG slow waves, arises from the fact that slow oscillations originate from multiple neocortical regions and propagate horizontally across the neocortex as a traveling wave Murphy et al., 2009; Nir et al., 2011) . Although the neocortex is capable of generating slow oscillations following recovery from thalamotomy, input from the thalamus plays an important role in the generation of slow waves under normal conditions (Crunelli and Hughes, 2010; Timofeev and Chauvette, 2011; Lemieux et al., 2014) . Slow waves typically occur first within layer 5 (a thalamorecipient layer) (Constantinople and Bruno, 2013) and propagate vertically within cortical columns (Chauvette et al., 2010; Capone et al., 2019) . Although the mechanisms underlying the layer-specific, horizontal propagation of slow waves have been investigated under anesthesia (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000; Luczak et al., 2007; Sakata and Harris, 2009; Chauvette et al., 2011; Wester and Contreras, 2012; Reyes-Puerta et al., 2015; Capone et al., 2019) , little is known about how slow waves propagate horizontally during natural NREM sleep. The functions (if any) of the traveling aspect of slow waves are poorly understood (Muller et al., 2018) .
Recently, the spatiotemporal properties of slow waves were characterized in the avian hyperpallium (van der Meij et al., 2019a). Most of the hyperpallium is involved in processing visual information and is, in many respects, homologous to the mammalian primary visual cortex (Medina and Reiner, 2000) . Like the primary visual cortex, the hyperpallium is composed of layers, some of which receive extensive input from the thalamic lateral geniculate nucleus (Karten et al., 1973; Watanabe et al., 1983) . Although the hyperpallium lacks pyramidal neurons with apical dendrites spanning multiple layers, the layers are interconnected via axonal projections (Medina and Reiner, 2000) . Van der Meij and colleagues used high-density silicone electrode arrays to record LFP across the various layers of the pigeon's hyperpallium ( Figure 3A) . Interestingly, the thalamic input layers -interstitial part of hyperpallium apicale (IHA) and the hyperpallium intercalatum (HI) -play a prominent role in slow waves; slow waves have the highest amplitude within these layers (Figures 3B,C) , and they tend to appear first in and propagate through, and outward from, these layers (Figures 3D,E ; van der Meij et al., 2019a) . Collectively, this suggests that thalamic input might be involved in the genesis of avian slow waves. Alternatively, properties intrinsic to neurons in these layers or the associated cytoarchitecture may favor the initiation and propagation of slow waves. Regardless, this study demonstrates that, as in the mammalian neocortex, slow waves propagate through the avian brain during NREM sleep (see also Beckers et al., 2014) .
The mechanisms that mediate avian slow wave propagation remain unclear. Nonetheless, from multi-electrode recordings of anesthesia-induced slow waves, which in many aspects, including propagation pattern, resemble NREM slow waves (van der Meij et al., 2019b) , it is clear that the extracellular depolarization of LFP waves is spatio-temporally closely matched by local action potential activity (Beckers et al., 2014) , as is the case during NREM sleep in the human neocortex (Nir et al., 2011) . Consequently, propagating slow waves appear to reflect the sequential local activation of neurons in the avian brain.
LOCAL ASPECTS OF REM SLEEP
Research on the local aspects of sleep has primarily focused on the cortical manifestation of NREM sleep in mammals and birds. However, in birds, muscle tone during REM sleep also appears to be regulated at a local level. In addition to sleeping with their head turned over the shoulder, birds can also sleep with their head facing forward. Interestingly, when geese sleep with their head facing forward, it slowly drops during REM sleep, presumably reflecting the loss of some tone in the neck muscles (Dewasmes et al., 1985) . However, nuchal EMG recordings rarely show a reduction in tone during this behavior; the same behavior and EMG findings have also been reported in several other avian species (e.g., van Twyver and Šušić and Kovaèević, 1973; Tobler and Borbély, 1988; Szymczak et al., 1993) . Nonetheless, when geese sleep with their head resting fully supported on their back, the same EMG recordings often show hypotonia or atonia (Dewasmes et al., 1985) . Importantly, this difference was not due to a lengthening of REM sleep bouts and a resulting progressive reduction in muscle tone when the head was supported, as bouts of REM sleep were similarly short regardless of head position. Consequently, the presence or absence of EMG atonia was specifically related to whether the head was supported or unsupported during REM sleep. Thus, even though the head drops when facing forward, the higher level of neck EMG activity indicates that some tone is maintained, possibly to partially counteract or control the drop. Consistent with the presence of some tone, the drops are usually slow (i.e., not a free-fall) and, in some cases, interrupted by brief halts or jerks (Walker and Berger, 1972; Ayala-Guerrero and Vasconcelos-Dueñas, 1988; Ayala-Guerrero, 1989; Ayala-Guerrero et al., 2003) . Collectively, these findings indicate that neck muscle tone is regulated during avian REM sleep to accommodate differing postural demands. In addition to the neck muscles, birds appear to sustain some tone in the muscles involved in standing during REM sleep. Most mammals lie down to sleep, due, in part, to the loss of skeletal muscle tone during REM sleep. Even horses, giraffes, and elephants, which can stand during NREM sleep, usually engage in REM sleep while lying (Ruckebusch, 1972; Tobler, 1992; Tobler and Schwierin, 1996 ; see also Gravett et al., 2017) . Although horses have a leg locking mechanism (stay apparatus) that reduces the muscular tone needed to stand (Schuurman et al., 2003) , apparently this level of tone can only be maintained during NREM sleep. Indeed, when horses are reluctant to lie down, due to pain or perceived vulnerability, they stumble and, in some cases, injure themselves when they enter REM sleep (Aleman et al., 2008 ; see also Schiffmann et al., 2018) . In contrast to horses, birds often engage in REM sleep while standing, even on one foot, without falling (Dewasmes et al., 1985; Szymczak et al., 1993) . Several lines of evidence suggest that this is not due to a more effective passive standing mechanism, but rather to the maintenance of some muscle tone during REM sleep. The ability to sleep while standing is often attributed to an "automatic digital flexor mechanism" that causes tendons to pull the foot closed around a perch when the bird relaxes and allows its weight to flex the ankle (Galton and Shepherd, 2012) and a "digital tendon locking mechanism" consisting of interlocking ridges in the digit tendons and overlying tendon sheaths that help to keep the digits closed (Quinn and Baumel, 1990) . Some species of bats use a similar digital tendon locking mechanism (Quinn and Baumel, 1993) that allows them to engage in NREM and REM sleep while hanging upside down (Zhao et al., 2010) , apparently without any muscular effort, as dead bats are found still hanging (Neuweiler, 2000) . However, birds that die in their sleep do not remain perched up-right in trees, and freshly dead or anesthetized starlings are unable to passively grasp a perch (Galton and Shepherd, 2012) . Similarly, although some birds may require less muscle tone to balance while standing on the ground on one foot due to the arrangement of the bones in the hip (Stolpe, 1932; Chang and Ting, 2017) , it seems likely that some tone is still required to balance (Necker, 2006) , let alone to hold one foot up (Necker, 2010) . The ability to engage in REM sleep while standing on one foot likely relies on the same mechanisms that enable geese and other birds to maintain neck muscle tone when sleeping with their head unsupported. Finally, similar mechanisms may explain how frigatebirds can engage in brief bouts of REM sleep while soaring (Rattenborg et al., 2016) .
The mechanisms mediating the local regulation of muscle tone during avian REM sleep are unknown. In mammals, glutamatergic neurons in the pontine sublaterodorsal nucleus (SLD) project to GABA/glycine inhibitory neurons in the ventromedial medulla (vmM) which in turn hyperpolarize somatic motor neurons resulting in atonia of the postural muscles (Valencia Garcia et al., 2018) . The local regulation of muscle tone in birds is difficult to reconcile with this centralized, top-down model of muscle tone regulation in mammals. Assuming that the same central brainstem pathways also mediate reductions in muscle tone in birds, local competitive processes might modulate the impact that this central signal has on motor neurons and muscle tone depending on the postural demands for sustained tone.
The local regulation of muscle tone during avian REM sleep may have implications for understanding the functions of atonia. Traditionally, atonia is thought to prevent dream-related motor cortex output from causing animals to act out their dreams during REM sleep (Jouvet and Delorme, 1965; Morrison, 1983; Mahowald and Schenck, 2005) . According to this hypothesis, the phasic twitches that occur during REM sleep are thought to reflect momentary failures of the atonia mechanism that prevents dream-related motor cortex output from reaching the muscles. Neurodegeneration of this brainstem mechanism is thought to give rise to REM sleep behavior disorder, a condition wherein people in REM sleep exhibit elevated muscle tone and complex behaviors that have been attributed to the enactment of dreams (Mahowald and Schenck, 2005) . However, several lines of evidence indicate that twitches do not reflect a response to REM sleep-related activity in the motor cortex (Blumberg and Plumeau, 2016) . First, dreams also occur during NREM sleep , when muscle tone is sustained, but they do not result in dream enactment. Second, twitches persist in cats and week-old rats when the motor cortex is disconnected from the brainstem (Marchiafava and Pompeiano, 1964; Villablanca, 1966; Kreider and Blumberg, 2000) . Finally, in intact young rats, activity in the motor cortex follows, rather than precedes twitches (Tiriac et al., 2014) . Clearly, twitches do not simply reflect output from the motor cortex during REM sleep, but instead output from the brainstem.
Rather than being a functionless byproduct of dreaming, twitches appear to play an important role in the development and perhaps maintenance of the motor cortex. During wakefulness, deliberate movements are accompanied by a corollary discharge that effectively informs the sensorimotor cortex that a movement has been initiated and the resulting sensory feedback (reafference) should be ignored. By contrast, during REM sleep, reafference resulting from twitches generated by the brainstem reaches the sensorimotor cortex where it induces large responses that are thought to play an active role in the development of sensorimotor neural circuits (Tiriac et al., 2014) . Atonia is thought to contribute to this process by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of sensory signals resulting from twitches. In adults, twitches may also update and recalibrate these sensorimotor circuits (Tiriac and Blumberg, 2016) .
Becoming completely atonic and twitchy does not seem to pose a problem for very young birds which do not need to maintain up-right postures. However, it is unclear how adult birds reconcile this seemingly fundamental need for atonia and twitching with the local regulation of muscle tone during REM sleep. Presumably, the muscle groups controlling the digits, legs, etc., involved in standing also need to twitch. Indeed, the fact that reduced muscle tone persists, in at least some muscle groups, during certain postures emphasizes its importance; if it did not serve an important function natural selection should have done away with it altogether. Given the presence of atonia in the neck muscles of geese during REM sleep only when the head is supported (Dewasmes et al., 1985) , it is conceivable that the muscles involved in standing become atonic and twitch when birds engage in REM sleep while sitting down. In effect, just as birds can engage in NREM sleep with one hemisphere at a time, they might be able to determine when REM sleep functions attributed to atonia and twitching take place in different parts of the body. Determining how birds reconcile the seemingly competing demands for postural control on the one hand, with atonia and twitching, on the other, might provide novel perspectives on the mechanisms and functions of REM sleeprelated atonia and twitching, in general.
MIXED NREM/REM SLEEP STATES
The heterogeneity of states is not limited to the combination of wakefulness and NREM sleep, in the case of unihemispheric sleep, or in topographic variations in SWA during NREM sleep or REM sleep-related muscle tone. Comparative research reveals that mixed states can arise through the combination of aspects of NREM sleep occurring simultaneously with features of REM sleep. The first evidence for such mixture was gleaned from several studies on monotreme mammals. Owing to the retention of ancestral traits, such as egg-laying (Warren et al., 2008) , monotremes might also retain ancestral sleep traits that would have been present in the most recent common ancestor to all mammals. Several studies of sleeping monotremes revealed only cortical slow waves typical of NREM sleep Siegel et al., 1996 Siegel et al., , 1999 ; but see Nicol et al., 2000) . However, concurrent with EEG signs of NREM sleep, were REM sleep-like brainstem unit activity in the short-beaked echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus; Siegel et al., 1996) and REM sleep-related, brainstemgenerated phenomena, including REMs and reduced muscle tone in the platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus; Siegel et al., 1999) . The temporal integration and spatial segregation of NREM and REM sleep in the brains of monotremes, suggested that this was the ancestral condition, wherein REM sleep first appeared in the brainstem of early mammals, and later extended to the cortex in the common ancestor to metatherian (marsupial) and eutherian (placental) mammals (Siegel et al., 1998) . This hypothesis was strengthened by the absence of similar activity in the brainstem of sleeping turtles (Eiland et al., 2001) .
Motivated by the research on monotremes, Lesku et al. (2011a) investigated sleep in a Palaeognath bird. First, phylogenetically, there are two main groups of living birds: the clade Palaeognathae includes the large flightless ratites (e.g., ostriches, emus, rheas, and cassowaries), small flightless kiwi, and small volant tinamous. The sister clade, Neognathae, includes all other birds. Like monotremes, the Palaeognaths retain ancestral traits, including their reptilian palate anatomy, not found in Neognaths (Mitchell et al., 2014) . Interestingly, in addition to a REM sleep state with cortical activation typical of other birds, ostriches (Struthio camelus) also have a monotreme-like sleep state characterized by EEG slow waves occurring in conjunction with REMs under closed eyelids, and behavioral and physiological signs of reduced neck muscle tone (Figure 4 ; Lesku et al., 2011a) . This monotreme-like mixed sleep state led Lesku et al. (2011a) to tentatively suggest that the evolution of REM sleep followed a similar trajectory in mammals and birds, occurring first in the brainstem and later becoming exclusively associated with cortical activation. However, unlike other birds, ostriches maintain an unusual sleep posture with the head held periscopically above the ground during unequivocal NREM sleep and entry into this mixed sleep state. Moreover, although the head drops during the mixed state, as a result of reduced muscle tone, the neck remains held off the ground. Consequently, just as geese modulate muscle tone during REM sleep depending on their head position (Dewasmes et al., 1985) , it is conceivable that ostriches incorporate features of NREM sleep into REM sleep to maintain some control over their falling head. If true, then such a mixed state might not have any relevance for understanding the evolution of avian sleep states, and we would predict that other Palaeognath birds that sleep with their head better supported (by body or ground) to exhibit distinct sleep states like those observed in Neognath birds (Roth et al., 2006) . Moreover, although ostriches exhibit some ancestral traits, they bear little resemblance to early birds, which were small and flighted. For all these reasons, the study of tinamous, which retain the ancestral small size and ability to fly (Mitchell et al., 2014) , might be more relevant to understanding how NREM and REM sleep evolved in birds. Unlike their Palaeognath kin, the elegant crested tinamou (Eudromia elegans) has sleep states like those FIGURE 4 | Sleep states in an ostrich. The recording begins and ends with periods of NREM sleep (blue bar) characterized by high amplitude, slow waves in the electroencephalogram (EEG), the absence of rapid eye movements (measured via electrooculogram, EOG), and head movements (accelerometer, ACC), and moderate neck muscle tone (electromyogram, EMG). NREM sleep is interrupted by a period of REM sleep (red bar) with either EEG activation (red shading) or slow waves (blue shading). Irrespective of the type of EEG activity, rapid eye movements, a forward falling and swaying head with moderate-to-low muscle tone occurred invariably during REM sleep in the ostrich. Heave ACC: movement along the dorso-ventral axis with an upward slope denoting downward movement, Sway ACC: lateral axis with up denoting movement to the right, Surge ACC: anterior-posterior axis with down denoting movement forward. Vertical bars to the right of each EEG, EOG, and EMG trace denote 100 µV, and 100 mg-forces to the right of each ACC trace. Trace duration: 60 s. Reproduced with permission from Lesku et al. (2011a) .
of all other birds studied, as characterized by the EEG, EOG, EMG and head movements captured by video recordings and accelerometry (Tisdale et al., 2017) . Consequently, it seems that the mixed sleep state described in ostriches does not reflect the ancestral state for birds, but rather a peculiarity of ostriches, perhaps somehow related to their unusual sleep posture.
Indirectly, these findings from two Palaeognath species, also question whether the mixed sleep state found in monotremes reflects the ancestral state for mammals, especially given recent reports of a REM sleep-like state, with wake-like cortical activation, in the bearded dragon lizard (Pogona vitticeps) (Shein-Idelson et al., 2016; Libourel et al., 2018) . Perhaps even more relevant is the discovery that the cortical correlates of REM sleep-like states vary dramatically, even among different species of lizards recorded using the same methods in the same lab. Unlike bearded dragons, the Argentine tegu (Salvator merianae) does not exhibit wake-like cortical activation during putative REM sleep, but rather a novel beta rhythm, rarely observed during wakefulness . Collectively, these studies suggest that the cortical correlates of (ostensibly) REM sleep in non-avian reptiles are more diverse than previously recognized, an exciting finding that complicates attempts to draw simple stories for the evolution of sleep states in vertebrates.
Recent studies suggest that slow waves occurring during REM sleep might be more common than previously thought, even in more traditional mammalian models for investigating sleep, such as rodents and humans. Intracortical records from mice revealed that slow waves persist in the thalamic input layers of primary sensory cortices during REM sleep (Funk et al., 2016) . By contrast, secondary/association cortices show LFP activation across all layers. Recently, in a high-density EEG study of humans, slow waves were also recorded from at least some primary cortices (Bernardi et al., 2019) . Funk et al. (2016) suggest that slow waves occurring in the input layers of primary sensory cortices might gate sensory input, and thereby explain why arousal thresholds are elevated during REM sleep. These studies demonstrate that cortical slow waves can occur during mammalian REM sleep, and thereby question whether this phenomenon explains the presence of slow waves in monotremes exhibiting signs of REM sleep. However, as the EEG electrodes were placed over the parietal and sensorimotor cortex in echidnas (Siegel et al., 1996) and motor cortex in platypuses (Siegel et al., 1999) , it is unclear whether slow waves in monotremes and mice reflect the same phenomena. High density EEG and intracortical recordings are needed in monotremes and more placental species, to clarify the generality and potential functions of slow waves during REM sleep.
Recent intra-"cortical" recordings from pigeons demonstrate that slow waves occurring in the thalamic input layers of primary sensory areas is not a universal feature of animals with REM sleep. As described above, during NREM sleep, slow waves in the visual hyperpallium -the avian homolog of the mammalian primary visual cortex -are most evident in thalamic input layers. However, during REM sleep, these layers show a large reduction in slow wave power from prior NREM sleep levels ( Figure 3C) . Furthermore, in some recordings, these input layers also exhibit bursts of 70-90 Hz gamma activity during REM sleep (van der Meij et al., 2019a) . These finding indicate that thalamic input layers of primary sensory cortices do not always exhibit slow waves during REM sleep. In addition, the intra-"cortical" recordings from pigeons indicate that the presence of EEG slow waves occurring in conjunction with signs of REM sleep in ostriches (Lesku et al., 2011a ) cannot be attributed to the phenomenon described in mice (Funk et al., 2016) . As in most studies of birds, the EEG was recorded from the visual hyperpallium in ostriches, but only ostriches show slow waves occurring in conjunction with other signs of REM sleep. Consequently, slow waves during REM sleep reflect a unique feature of the ostrich hyperpallium, rather than a general feature of the avian hyperpallium during REM sleep.
CONCLUSION
In several respects, the local aspects of sleep are similar in mammals and birds. Nonetheless, there are also some potentially informative differences. In both groups, at least some species mitigate the simultaneous ecological need to be awake and the physiological need to sleep by engaging in NREM sleep unihemispherically. Although the evidence for sleep homeostasis at the hemispheric level remains somewhat equivocal, the presence of local use-dependent homeostasis within a hemisphere suggests that homeostasis at the hemispheric level is likely. In both mammals and birds, thalamic input layers play a prominent role in the initiation of propagating slow waves. Despite the similar local aspects of NREM sleep, birds exhibit local aspects of REM sleep not found in mammals. Although birds show visible signs of reduced tone in the muscles supporting the head during REM sleep, the muscles involved in maintaining a standing posture (even on one foot) rarely show reductions in tone during REM sleep. In addition, birds are able to modulate tone in the neck muscles to accommodate different head positions during REM sleep. Like monotreme mammals, ostriches exhibit a mixed sleep state characterized by cortical slow waves occurring with brainstem-mediated features of REM sleep. However, comparisons with other birds and reptiles, challenge the hypothesis that this mixed sleep state reflects an ancestral form of sleep in mammals or birds. Instead, an emerging pattern from recent comparative work is that the EEG correlates of REM sleep may be far more diverse than previously recognized: ostriches have slow waves, but their close tinamou relatives have activation typical of other birds; pogona lizards have wake-like cortical activation, but tegu lizards exhibit a beta rhythm rarely found during wakefulness; and mice exhibit slow waves in the thalamic input layers of the primary visual cortex, but pigeons show activation in these layers. We suspect that as the diversity of species and the number of brain regions examined increases, our ability to package sleep into two, simple, mutually exclusive states will become even more difficult. Although this may tax our ability to define sleep, this diversity also serves as a rich resource for exploring the mechanisms and functions of sleep-related brain activity.
